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Introduction
Assembly of nanoparticles with a well-defined size and shape into structures with a long-range translational order can be performed with a wide range of techniques.
1-6 Evaporationinduced self-assembly is one of the most simple and widely used routes to produce ordered arrays of a variety of nanoparticles and larger colloids. [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] Drop-casting, as one of several evaporation-induced self-assembly techniques, is usually performed by distributing a dilute suspension, e.g. as a small droplet or thin film, over a solid or liquid surface followed by controlled evaporation of the carrier solvent. Although the process is simple to perform, previous work on dispersions of primarily larger monodisperse spheres has demonstrated the influence of space-filling considerations on evaporationinduced self-assembly. Together with the interactions among particles and between the particles and the substrate, evaporation-induced convection can have a dominating effect on the structure and morphology of the deposited arrays. [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] Drying of suspensions is applied to a variety of technical products and biomedical applications where techniques such as spray drying and ink-jet printing are widely used. [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] While much of the early work on evaporation-induced self-assembly concerned the packing of monodisperse spherical silica, PMMA and polystyrene colloids into arrays that displayed a long-range mesoscopic order but no crystallographic register at the atomic scale, 13, [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] recent advances in producing non-spherical nanoparticles with a well-defined size and shape have made it possible to produce ordered arrays that are controlled by constraints given by the shape and the anisotropic particle interactions. 1, [31] [32] [33] Indeed, it has recently been shown that anisotropic crystalline nanoparticles are able to assemble and mutually align into periodic arrangements of crystallographic uniformity, i.e. forming an array or superlattice characterized by a high degree of directional and orientational order, [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] which agrees with the definition of the so called mesocrystals and oriented attachment. [40] [41] [42] [43] Interestingly, studies on the oriented attachment of crystalline nanoparticles have shown that assemblies or aggregates with a high degree of crystallographic uniformity can also form under conditions where the crystal planes actually fuse together. 42, [44] [45] [46] The ability of anisotropic nanoparticles to self-assemble or undergo oriented attachment into larger structures with a well-defined crystallographic orientation has the potential to design new materials with anisotropic magnetic, dielectric and mechanical properties. Visualising the self-assembly process for very small nanoparticles is challenging. The crystallization kinetics of colloidal assembly, in which the colloids are smaller than the diffraction limit of visible light, i.e. less than 200 nm, have been studied extensively by in situ GISAXS (Grazing Incidence restricted to either indirectly measuring the kinetics by probing the structural order of the assembly (GISAXS) or are limited to small scale investigations in an environment that is strongly affected by the electron beam (ETEM).
This study focuses primarily on identifying the different dynamic growth modes during solvent evaporation of a dropcast dispersion and the type of mesostructures that are generated. We have used visible light video microscopy to determine the time-dependent growth and the morphology of the arrays and characterized the structures of the formed arrays by scanning electron microscopy and atomic force microscopy. We have identified three distinct growth regimes: diffusion-controlled assembly in a thin liquid film with high and relatively uniform particle concentration, convectiondriven assembly in the vicinity of the three-phase contact line, i.e. the so called coffee-ring stain effect, 51 and a transition regime characterized by dendritic growth or so called fingering.
Experimental
Truncated iron oxide nanocubes with a narrow size distribution of 9.6 nm ± 0.4 nm were obtained by thermal decompo stirring, refluxed for 30 min and then rapidly cooled to room temperature. The mother liquor was extracted five times with ethanol by decantation. A small amount of toluene (1-2 mL) was added to disperse the particles after each decantation step. The extraction and subsequent drying in vacuum yielded a viscous paste with an iron oxide content estimated to be 44 wt.% by thermogravimetric analysis at 800°C in synthetic air using a Perkin Elmer TGA-7 (Perkin Elmer, USA). The dispersion for the drop-casting studies was prepared by diluting and redispersing the paste in toluene together with 50 μg oleic acid per 1 mg of iron oxide to yield a stock dispersion with a concentration of 8.7 mg iron oxide per mL toluene. Possible agglomerates were removed by centrifuging the stock dispersion for 10 min at 18 000 RPM and the final dispersion was diluted 1 : 2 with toluene. HR-TEM images for nanoparticle characterization were acquired using a JEOL JEM-2100 microscope (JEOL, Japan, LaB 6 filament at 200 kV, f = 2.7 mm, C s = 1.4 mm, C c = 1.8 mm, point-resolution = 2.5 Å, lattice-resolution = 1.4 Å) equipped with a Gatan SC1000 ORIUS camera. Nanocube size distribution was determined by manually measuring 240 nanocube edge lengths in the HR-TEM images. Image magnification was calibrated using the known lattice spacing, e.g. d 220 or d 400 , in the inverse spinel structure of Fe 3 O 4 (see Fig. S2 in the ESI †).
Drop-casting of the dilute nanocube dispersions was performed on flat SiO 2 substrates in chambers where the evaporation rate could be controlled, using e.g. an additional toluene reservoir to maintain a high partial pressure. The timeresolved study experiment took place in a custom-made, allTeflon chamber design featuring detachable gas inlet and outlet tubing (inner tube diameter of 1 mm), a ca. 300 μL large solvent reservoir to prolong evaporation, and a Kalrez rubber sealing. The chamber has a window (no. 0, 24 × 60 mm 2 , Menzel Deckgläser, Germany) for microscopy studies with long working distance objectives. A Peltier element beneath the substrate automatically controlled the temperature to a set value of 20°C, and a rotameter (FT-042-15-SA-VA, Aalborg Instruments & Controls, Inc., USA) was used to manually control the inlet flow of 3 sccm dry nitrogen gas.
A flat quartz disc (QSX-303, Q-Sense AB, Sweden) coated with a SiO 2 surface layer (RMS surface roughness of 3 nm) was used as a substrate for the time-resolved study. The substrate was cleaned by rinsing in ultrapure Milli-Q water and ethanol (99.9%, VWR International) followed by blow-drying in a nitrogen gas flow. Immediately afterwards, the substrate was placed into a UV/ozone cleaning chamber (UV/Ozone ProCleaner, BioForce Nanosciences, USA) for 20 min to remove any remaining organic residue. The substrate's surface was functionalized by placing the substrate and 20 μL of perfluorinated silane PFOTES (1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorooctyltriethoxysilane, 98%, Sigma-Aldrich) into a sealed glass bottle. Silanization was accelerated by heat treatment for 3 h at 120°C and for an additional 1.5 h at 140°C. The silanized surface on a welldefined annular section of the substrate was removed by placing a custom made Teflon ring (14 mm outer diameter and 9 mm inner diameter) on the sensor and irradiating the exposed area for 30 min under UV light. This treatment creates a clean, circular, hydrophilic surface in the centre and an omniphobic surface elsewhere on the substrate.
Video microscopy in reflection mode was performed on a Nikon Eclipse FN1 light microscope (Nikon, Japan) equipped with a 10× eyepiece and a 50× long working distance objective (WD 17 mm, NA 0.45). Attached to the microscope is an inline camera with a 2 megapixel CCD sensor (Kappa Zelos-02150C GV, Kappa Optronics GmbH, Germany). All adjustable camera parameters were set manually for best performance, and images were saved approximately every 3 seconds in uncompressed TIFF format.
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was carried out on a JEOL JSM-7000F microscope (JEOL, Japan), equipped with a Schottky-type FEG and operating at an accelerating voltage of 15 kV and a working distance of 6 mm and 10 mm. In order to access the microscopic features of the ordered arrays, excess organics were removed by UV/ozone cleaning for up to 5 hours. The XHR-SEM (extreme high-resolution SEM) imaging shown in Fig. 6c was performed on a FEI Magellan 400 microscope (FEI, USA) using the through-lens detector (TLD) in immersion mode at a working distance of 2.1 mm. The electron beam was operated at an accelerating voltage of 3 kV and a current of 6.3 pA.
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) measurements were carried out on a Veeco BioScope II (Veeco, USA). SPM probes (NSC18/AIBS, tip radius < 10 nm, f r = 75 kHz, k = 3.5 N m −1 , μmasch, USA) were pre-tested on an atomically flat HOPG surface and used in tapping mode in order to avoid accumulation of organic residue on the SPM probe tip. The AFM images were processed using either the WSxM 5.0 (ref. 54) or the Gwyddion 2.32 software package. The topography image (Fig. 1b) was flattened using the "flatten plus" method in WSxM, matching the substrate area with the lowest flat regions in the image (i.e. quartz substrate).
Results and discussion
Drop-casting the dilute nanoparticle suspension onto the substrate results in the formation of particle arrays or deposits as the solvent evaporates. Before presenting the data from the time-dependent study, we will briefly describe the features of the mesocrystals formed during the final drop-casting stage when the liquid film is very thin and the particle concentration is high. Fig. 1 shows that mesocrystals with a high degree of order form when dilute suspensions of oleic-acid-coated iron oxide nanocubes dispersed in a mixture of toluene and high-boiling additives such as oleic acid are drop-cast onto a flat substrate and allowed to slowly evaporate. It is important to clarify that the relatively large iron oxide nanocubes used in this study (average edge length of 9.6 nm ± 0.4 nm) are able to form highly ordered self-assembled arrays in the absence of any external magnetic field (see Fig. 1a ). This is in contrast with our previous work on smaller nanocubes (average edge length of 8.5 nm), where it was found that a weak magnetic field had to be applied during drop-casting to generate highly ordered mesocrystals. 31, 34 Estimates of the van der Waals interaction energy using an accurate estimate of the Hamaker constant of 18 zJ for maghemite interacting across toluene suggest that the larger nanocubes can indeed form stable clusters also in the absence of an additional magnetic-field induced dipolar attraction. 55 Light microscopy images (see the movie in the ESI † with corresponding playback time from 1:22 min until the end) show that the individual cuboidal arrays in fact cover most of the central region of the original droplet. The high-resolution SEM image in Fig. 1a and the sharp spots in the corresponding fast Fourier transform (FFT) clearly demonstrate that the individual nanocubes have assembled in a well-defined crystallographic register. This is also reflected in the mesocrystal growth habit, i.e. the crystal morphology. The mesocrystals in Fig. 1 are cuboidal, i.e. projected as squares, owing to their body-centered tetragonal (bct) mesostructure. The structure of the assembled mesocrystals was analyzed by GISANS (Grazing Incidence Small Angle Neutron Scattering) and they were found to crystallize as a bct 2D-powder with unit cell parameters a = b = 13.5 nm and c = 23.8 nm, where the mesocrystal c-direction is perpendicular to the substrate surface. 56 The line scan in Fig. 1d (the white line in Fig. 1b) shows that the mesocrystals have a size of several μm across with a height of ≈0.3-1 μm. Furthermore, the mesocrystal facets are well resolved in the tapping-mode phase image (Fig. 1c) .
The relatively uniform height distribution and the flat top surface structure of the mesocrystals shown in Fig. 1 suggest 
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that the maximum height may be determined by the thickness of the dispersion film during the mesocrystal growth stage. Although difficult to determine with great accuracy, the film thickness at the onset of mesocrystallisation is in the order of micrometers, evident from the development of Newton rings in the dispersion film. The evaporation rate is significantly slower during this final drop-casting stage as the liquid phase is now enriched in oleic acid and high-boiling point synthesis solvent residue. 57 Previous work on dispersions of anisotropic nanoparticles has primarily focussed on optimizing the drop-casting conditions for the formation of highly ordered arrays. We have previously shown that it is possible to produce ordered arrays of self-assembled iron oxide nanocube mesocrystals that display a high translational and orientational order if the evaporation is slow. 31, 34 However, the drop-casting process goes through several stages and we will, in this study, illustrate and discuss the formation and structure of the particle arrays that form at all stages, from the convection-driven assembly at early times to the diffusion-driven mesocrystallization. In order to gain an insight into the different growth modes during the early and late stages of solvent evaporation, we have performed drop-casting experiments in a chamber described in Fig. 2 where the evaporation rate, fluid flow and position of the three-phase contact line are controlled or at least possible to manipulate.
The drop of the dilute dispersion of the iron oxide nanocubes spread on the hydrophilic central part of the substrate, where the edge of the drop became pinned to the edge of the outer, fluorosilane-functionalized and omniphobic region. The flow of nitrogen gas enhanced the evaporation rate and could also be used to induce a radial fluid flow into the droplet. We have recorded the evolution and formation of nanoparticle arrays in the dispersion droplet during solvent evaporation. The recording of a representative experiment can be found in the ESI. † It is possible to distinguish three distinct growth regimes, which may be identified as: coffeering deposition or convection-driven assembly, fingering or dendritic growth of nanoparticle assemblies and finally the diffusion-controlled mesocrystallization that was described above. These three growth regimes are separated in time and space and also display distinct differences in the growth behaviour and the morphology of the formed nanoparticle arrays (Fig. S3 in the ESI †) .
In a typical drop-casting experiment, a droplet of about 15 μl consisting of a dilute dispersion of oleic-acid coated iron oxide nanocubes in a toluene-based solvent was placed on the non-functionalized region of the SiO 2 substrate where droplet spreading was controlled by the omniphobic region (see Fig. 2b ). The droplet was allowed to evaporate at a temperature of 20°C and the formation of nanoparticle arrays was continuously monitored by video microscopy. In the experiment displayed in Fig. 3a , the first observation of a particle deposit is denoted as t 0 . The formation of a ring-like particle structure that surrounds the entire perimeter of the droplet strongly resembles coffee-ring deposits from previous studies on drying pinned dispersion droplets of nanoparticles and larger colloids. 15, 51, [58] [59] [60] The initial assembly occurred directly at the three-phase contact line and spread along the perimeter (p-axis) until a complete arc was formed (see the time lapse video in the ESI †). Rather than following a continuous layer-tolayer stacking sequence starting from a monolayer to a bilayer and so forth, Fig. 3b and S4 † suggest that a relatively thick and surprisingly well-ordered nanoparticle array is quickly formed, probably assisted by the radial flow of nitrogen gas. During our experiment, we enhanced the evaporative flux gradient by flowing nitrogen across the droplet, thus pushing the liquid outwards and preventing toluene to establish and equilibrate the vapour concentration gradient with the surrounding atmosphere. The relatively thick coffee-ring nanoparticle arrays invariably always display cracks.
Crack formation in drying droplets is beyond the scope of this paper, but as has been summarized by Routh, the main driving force for cracking is capillary pressure and its interplay with shear stresses arising from the substrate. 61 Cracks inside the nanoparticle assemblies are also a result of the stresses caused by the removal of organic substances by UV/ozone treatment prior to SEM imaging. The convection-driven assembly results in the development of a macroscopic growth front of the "coffee-ring stain" Fig. 2 Schematic illustration of the drop-casting chamber and the evaporating droplet. Light microscopy imaging of an evaporating drop consisting of oleic acid capped iron oxide nanocubes in a toluene-based fluid was carried out in an environmentally controlled chamber as shown in (a). The side view of one half of a droplet positioned on a functionalized silica substrate is shown in (b).
that propagates towards the centre of the droplet (along the r-and z-axes). The initially smooth growth front, which is the interface between the nanoparticle array and the dispersion, starts to split at longer evaporation times (t > t 0 + 1024 s in Fig. 3a) and eventually forms instabilities (see e.g. Fig. 3a at t = t 0 + 1443 s), which then quickly grow into fractal-like structures. Indeed, such a transition between a smooth "coffee-ring stain" and fingering has been observed in previous drying droplet studies where it was attributed to Marangoni effects caused by small temperature differences through evaporative cooling. [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] [70] Further support for the critical effect of small variations in chemical potential is the observation illustrated in Fig. 4a that unstable spheroidal nanoparticle assemblies or aggregates of diameters up to 3 μm constantly form, coalesce with other liquid-like aggregates and dissolve again (see the movie in the ESI † with corresponding playback time from 1:08 min to 1:12 min).
The unstable spheroidal assemblies may coalesce with the "coffee-ring" deposit (see e.g. the white frame in Fig. 4a at t = t 0 + 1443 s) and eventually solidify into "fingers" or dendritic-like arrays. It is interesting to note that the densely ramified dendritic-like structures formed fast (t f,dendritic ≈ 150 s) in comparison to the convection-driven ring-like arrays (t f,coffee-ring ≈ 1600 s). The growth quickly slows down as the surrounding liquid is depleted from the iron oxide nanocubes, eventually resulting in the termination of further growth of the dendritic-like arrays.
The nanoparticle arrays formed during the dendritic-like growth displayed in Fig. 4 are characterized by a disordered or defective surface structure (see Fig. 4d ), but the interior structure shown in Fig. 4c is highly ordered. The transport of the relatively large, unstable, liquid-like "precursor" assemblies is not only driven by diffusion but also controlled by the competition between convective motion and recirculating flow, 63, 69, 70 i.e. "coffee-ring" convectiondriven transport and Marangoni flow-induced recirculation, which can result in "convection cell"-like flow pattern as illustrated in Fig. 5 and is formed comparatively similar to the observations by Haw et al.
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The final stage of drop-casting the iron oxide nanocube dispersions involves the formation of individual cuboidal, highly ordered particle arrays. This stage, which indeed produces mesocrystals, takes place when the dendritic-like growth is nearly terminated (see the movie in the ESI † with corresponding playback time from 1:14 min to the end and Fig. S3 †) and occurs as discussed previously when the liquid film is thin and the particle concentration is high. Fig. 6 displays examples of the mesocrystals that form across a large fraction of the surface initially covered by the drying droplet. The iron oxide nanocubes mutually self-assemble into a bct structure that is evident from the high-resolution SEM image in Fig. 6c in which the schematic unit cell and its indicated parameters show the typical arrangement according to investigations by GISANS. 56 The top surface of the mesocrystal presents the four-fold arrangement of the unit cell's symmetric basal plane with parameter a, and the fracture surface reveals the c-direction.
We have shown that drop-casting of a dilute iron oxide nanocube dispersion results in the assembly of arrays with distinct differences in morphology and growth mode. However, all of the arrays are highly ordered, suggesting that the packing constraints and particle interactions dominate over the differences in growth mode and formation kinetics. While there is significant evidence that the ordered arrays formed during the final, diffusion-controlled, drop-casting stage can display both a translational and an orientational order, i.e. they are in fact mesocrystals, it is not at present possible to determine if the ordered arrays produced during the initial convection-driven deposition or the following dendritic-like growth or fingering are also mesocrystals. However, the possibility of producing mesocrystals by dropcasting surfactant-coated nanoparticles suggests that processes resembling oriented attachment can play an important role for systems that are not in direct atomic contact.
Conclusions
Summarising, we have investigated the self-assembly of iron oxide nanocubes into mesocrystals and ordered arrays during the controlled solvent evaporation in drop-casting experiments. Using visible light video microscopy, we observe that the assembly occurs in three successive stages: convectiondriven deposition of nanoparticles at the edge of the drying droplet, i.e., coffee-ring stain effect; dendritic growth (or fingering) in a transition regime; and finally spontaneous diffusion-controlled formation of mesocrystals. Scanning electron microscopy shows that the produced arrays are ordered and suggest that they are all, in fact, mesocrystals, despite the differences in morphology and growth mode. Atomic force microscopy imaging indicates that the 
